Greetings to all our Satanic People and Comrades.

In recent demand for certain questions to be answered, more things need to be addressed. These sort of go "outside" the message of this series, but these things are certainly fundamentally needed in order for people to understand what is going on. We will deal with some questions our Comrades asked on part 1 and also, further this a bit more.

Because this post has to be orderly and clean in its understanding, we have to start from things that can be understood and not overly complexity shit into oblivion in order to impress. First of all, we are going to relate about the parts of the Soul and link this with Birth, Chart, Race, etc.

The fundamental parts of the Soul that are going to concern us on this, are mainly the Astral body (KA) and the Physical body, the Bioelectricity (Lifeforce), the Aura which extends from the Lifeforce, plus the body which is named "Heart" in the Egyptian texts. All of these bodies are interconnected, they live and they thrive through one another. These are the bodies that are going to concern us in our understanding.

Given there are many naive people and info stealers around, who are nevertheless not on the spiritual level to support what they steal and rave about or even understand the concepts, (Such as Muh Feels Say I Am a Gods), its advisable to comment that you should stay away from these self-proclaimed gurus. Many people are actually using spirituality in a vicious way to actually enslave others, purposefully withhold info, or they read all sorts of manuscripts without experience and spew garbage. Most of these people cannot really answer when they are posed with questions and they just answer with pseudo spiritualism or etheric gibberish. The jews typically do this a lot with their empty spirituality. This is not supposed to make sense and enforces a stupid "Mysticism" around things, like fake fairy dust, angels and unicorns. Things are supposed to be able to be understood.

This knowledge is from Satan and people who try to tamper with this, they will be severely spiritually punished. This is well documented in the Ancient texts and even the enemy is aware of this and suffers for this, which they will for the rest of eternity. This is why these were coded in "Hiero-Glyphics" which mean literally, holy writings. This was the spiritual inheritance of the Creator Gods. The inheritance Satan leaves to us, and the Gods, is Divine and Holy. Defilers, destroyers and conscious perverters of this knowledge will have it real bad in ways that most will never understand. This especially applies to the jews, who blinded the whole of Humanity on purpose and on demand.

As to not overly-complexify matters, let's just proceed.

First of all, the Astral body or the KA, is the body that one activates when they meditate. This is the body that houses the chakras and the seat of the lifeforce. However, the lifeforce doesn't only exist in this body and we can divide lifeforce in two categories. The one that one gets on heredity and the physical body, and the one they have at their Soul.
This is why the physical body itself, has a set time of existence from the time it is born, or
why certain people are born spiritually powerful but they are not really into spirituality,
same as people who are born muscular without ever having lifted weights. One is born at a
particular time and their physical body will only hold too much. This is also, genetic.

The labor of a family to spiritually, mentally and physically advance, and the selective
breeding it done, can be seen in the resulting offspring. The better the choices of the
people, the better the offspring. This has to do with labor, nature and other factors we don't
really understand nowadays, so we just call it “Chance”. Nothing really happens at
"Chance“ though.

Like anything else, this span of life in general can be increased or lessened and nothing is
set. However, the body one has is a creation of their parents, and the Astral Soul that
comes and incarnates into it. However, this is NOT always the case. This is getting a bit
complex from here over, as not everything is the same, neither are all humans alike. There
are many new Souls, who don't really "incarnate" as they haven't had a lot of past
lifetimes. They are really the productions of their parents, and there is nothing bad about
this. This is not a sign of any inferiority or weakness and in strong families, can mean the
contrary. The part that reincarnates into the lifetimes, is the actual "Heart" or the
personality, that the Gods retain and reincarnate. For those who are advanced and they
have achieved one level of the Magnum Opus which is the metaphysical (Astral
Immortality but not physical) they can be reincarnated as they are as well. Like all other
parts of the Soul, this can wither away if left untrained or cannot feed on energy, its own or
this or some other source. A lot of people fall victims into this and experience this withering
away.

If the "heart" is not pure, it is thrown to Sobek to eat in Egyptian spiritual mythology. The
"heart" and the personality gets better by increasing its bioelectricity and cultivating the
character, the Soul and refining who one is. This is directly tied into the bioelectricity and
also the soundness of the physical body. Its really a multidimensional approach. The
retarded idea that you can be looking like a cow, do drugs and rot all your existence, and
somehow be "good and Sound" mentally, or at the Soul, is pure garbage. This is why all
Ancient cultures emphasized on the building of the body, as this also builds a more moral
character by teaching the values of persistence and actually gives inner strength. I know
the athletes here can relate into this, as this sort of thing actually builds up on the actual
willpower and Soul. However, this goes both ways and everything can be done in other
ways.

Now, in most Ancient Traditions the rule of heredity is known. There are bloodlines that are
spiritually stronger, and Races that fall into the same category. There are powers that can
be by heredity passed down to the next generation, or that stay dormant in people until
certain Souls reincarnate or certain beings get born by “chance”. The spiritual cultivation of
humanity ensures this will happen frequently and later on, at will. The enemy knows this
and because they generally try to spiritually oppress Humanity, and more so, those who
can spiritually overthrow them (because the enemy is mainly a spiritual dictatorship and
only after this a physical one) they push bastardization which corrupts the Race, then the
family, then the actual people that exist. Through constant mongrelization and
bastardization, the enemy is trying to destroy the spiritual families and classes. The Middle
Ages, the wiping of the greatest 100,000,000 Chinese people and spiritual dynasties by
their Communist Regime, the endless pushing to Race mixing, the systematic destruction
and infiltration of Gentile bloodlines and the constant attacks on pure Races, is self-evident. This is a very Ancient method of take over and warfare, and this is nothing new.

Everything is a categorization, and also, then you have specific incidents that are individual and specific. There is physical, metaphysical and combined heredity of both. One can easily see its complex to express common rules here, but one can figure out this is a complex process. Inside these family lines, one gets their particular power line, and this is also tying large scale to their whole Race. Why sometimes children are stronger than their parents, or weaker, should be explained by the above. Then you have other unconscious laws of nature that are taking place when people do actually conceive the child. The parents do actually have responsibility about the child even if its unconscious to them.

If people themselves are powerful spiritually, they have more bioelectricity, which in turn gives more power to the sexual act, this creates a more powerful body in general, by creating a physical body that has itself more bioelectric and as thus is more powerful to hold a more powerful Soul. The Race and Family tie into this as well. The purer the Race, the more the power is inherent and the more “clear” is the place from things that cannot really associate. Spiritual gifts, like physical gifts, are in many times passed down to children. This can be seen in how certain people have good charts for children, which make for charismatic children. The mother gives one the passive side of the Soul, while the Father gives one the active side of the Soul, yet these unavoidably mix with one another.

The better the breeding and the more advanced the family is or was, the more they can have better children. This goes and goes in generations. This is why the jews infiltrate good bloodlines and corrupt and destroy them. The same goes for pure Races. A better body, is a better house for the Soul that comes in it. This is why the enemy jews maintain spiritual families like the Rothschilds and the Bharuchs, or others who are of the Rabbinical class. The surnames themselves show of the bloodline in many ways. The bloodline of someone affects their body, and the body gets shaped by the Soul that inhabits in it. This goes both ways. From heaven to earth and when one meditates, from earth to heaven. If one doesn't, the Astral body is not really something one becomes aware of until the time of death. The repeating of this thing over many thousands of years, plus the endless Race mixing and other problems, do actually impact the Soul and the ability of Souls to reincarnate. If one is too big to enter a car, they can't really enter acar, or you have to shrink them to get them in the car. This is why the enemy preaches the destruction of Race and then also spirituality, while the opposite is promoted for themselves.

In plain...

Imagine your mother and your father gave your physical body a spark of life, that begins the life of your physical body and also renews your Soul (Because when one dies they are faced with stagnation anyway, unless they have done certain spiritual disciplines). Depending on the power of this spark, one has a preset time of life as far as the time before they die of old age physically. This also revitalizes the Soul for more or less. Imagine this like you are given a battery system. This battery system has abilities and a certain capability to do certain tasks. The better the system and the more labored in and developed, the better the Soul that can inhabit in it. At the same time, the Astral body
develops, unless one reincarnates with their other one, but even in that case, the Chakras do actually have to close and open up later, or can't really be open completely- this is why they need re-opening, but this is also why people advance in varying speeds. With the new energy one is given, they are supposed to live their life. This can be made into a choice to finally adhere into meditations, develop one's self, advance and finally, escape this vicious circle of reincarnating over and over again. Such people who are developed display powers from a young age. The Soul has its own memory, the Body has its own "memory" as in genetics, but both of these meet and tie into the metagenic level, and they are in a sense, ONE and the same. This is why people can only but reincarnate in their own racial lines.

You can see something fundamental in children. No matter what, a kid will always be innocent and the list goes. As the person grows, there are sudden burst of "maturation" for better or for worse. These seem to come from "nowhere" but this has to do with the actual Soul. For instance one can observe human growth. Typically, people are considered teenagers up to approximately the age of 17, fully active by the time they are 21, and mature by the time they are 30. Approximately. This has also metaphysical reasons that have to do with parts of the Soul waking up and opening up. For instance the male frontal lobes that have to do with advanced logic don't really get fully functional by the time one is around 20. If one meditates or not, determines if they will be aware of this process or not, as everything is awareness and what one is not aware of, is discredited.

This is a high state of advancement in a past life, and many of these people do actually have powers involuntarily or are Siddhas even from their early years, even kids. When they re-open the chakras and Soul, this shows. The powers are actual and these are not imaginative. Many of these powers do actually run in families, like having the power of prophecy, advanced astral vision, powerful bioelectricity etc. This is the reason of "Aristocratic marriage" in the Ancient Civilizations. Not money and other garbage that the enemy claims. Its a metaphysical concept. As far as powers go, others have to develop this. How easy or hard this is depends on the family, where one is spiritually and anything else, BUT, it is definitely possible as all Humans do actually possess these powers. The greatest talent that doesn't make any use of it will be trampled by the people who just are obedient and loyal to their meditation program, and vice versa. This can certainly be developed, and those who made progress can actually under-develop by laziness or by letting these gifts go. If one has the genetics of good muscles and they never, ever get up from a couch, this doesn't really matter. Both bodies are affected by heredity as they link to the physical body and the life-force of the family and the Race.

As you can see, the "Coincidence of Birth" is now completely debunked. The Jewish arguments of “What if you have been born in Africa” or “What if you have been born in Madagascar" are debunked in the same way. People only reincarnate in their specific racial lines. *NOTHING* In this world is a coincidence in many ways, but in so many ways and thanks to the enemy, many people do NOT understand the laws that govern around us.

In order to better understand this, one must see the Natal Chart. The Natal chart is the actual map of the Soul, and where the Soul is at the present time of reincarnation, and the path of life that is set by "Karma" (or the set forces in one's consciousness and Soul). In plain, this has to do with nature. Inside the Natal chart, there are more things as well. For instance, one can track diseases and problems that show up in the physical body. The
natal chart can show of bad or good health, sex drive, personality and anything else revolving in the physical body as well. However, the root of this is the Soul, but the Soul is linked with the body, and this is why also in certain ways, even death can be predicted. More in regards to the Natal Chart, is that actually, certain people can have certain connections Natal Chart wise, with their parents. This can be observed and there can be correlations. One can cast the charts. For what I have experienced (I am not entirely sure of this) one's father can show up somehow in the Sun, while one's mother can somehow show up on their Moon. Depending to the relation, acceptance, if they are good or bad, or the definitions therein, this varies.

Unless the person advances spiritually and actually becomes conscious and awakes spiritually, their lifetime will be nothing more but a similar blueprint of what their “Chart” is, for better or for worse, with little to no knowledge or edge of any improvement or prevention. No “Karma” will be changed and one will be subjected to it again, and again, and again, until this eventually leads them into personal destruction, collapse or lack of existence. “Karma” is connected un-doubtly to one’s parents and everything else as well. Many people suffer or grow to prominence just because of their parents, or just because of heredity in some way. This is not definitive, but one can easily see this in one’s childhood and how they share so many things with their parents, even to the point of being a hereditor of actual mental problems or issues of one’s parents, or even absence thereof.

This is the basis of modern jewish "Psychology" who builds upon not of what is possible, but the “definitive”. This largely impacts Karma and many people do get shaped accordingly in this way. The enemy programs people to actually reinforce and cause this thing. Many parents who are not aware of their flaws pass this down to their children. Satanic parents need to be open eyed in regards to this and let their children develop on their own. Give them the positive hereditary behaviors, and minimize negative impact.

Degeneration is part of nature and kicks in where labor stops, or forces of life become weak. The same goes for the body and the Soul. While spiritual labor feeds the Soul, physical labor feeds the body. There is also practice that feeds both, such as Kundalini or Hatha Yoga.

As for Race, a Race can be easily understood by the term labor. Evolution is not mere evolution, is labor. All organisms strive to become better and evolve into being better. If they don’t, then too bad, they are blotted out. Successive labor to breed, spiritually evolve, physically work and labor into becoming better, pays off and largely builds a Race through the family. Races that haven’t really labored on themselves and are on a lower level of development, this shows in the product of the so called Race. The nature timelines of evolution almost tie into this. While the Gods handed the spiritual information to advance, they never stated anything about anyone being "Equal" and they have been definite by their actions in showing the Racial specifications, that most people knew already in the Ancient times and respected. Distinctions apply, and individuals can vary. However, there is a common form that is formed, which is largely the Race.

With the recent of the enemy teachings, everyone is entitled to everything, so everyone is lost and nobody knows where they are “really”. Dumbos are told that they are Pharaohs from outer space, debilitated idiots are actually Rocket Scientists and people who read the book "The Secret" are actually the next spiritual gurus of love and awakening that will save humanity. The enemy of course laughs at all of this, as they themselves know the truth on
what's up. Do you feel bad about sucking spiritually? No problem, you can be an "Indigo Child" or "An Angelic Incarnation". Maybe you can also be a unicorn if the jews say so, too.

The enemy jew was the only one that preached to humanity that labor is not necessary at all, and that everything happens by "Chance" and coincidence, or other notions such as vain “Entitlement”. These are the main weapons of their program. They also preach lack of knowledge and retardation as loved values. This way they themselves can apply the natural laws, while others die like slaves and blind victims that never knew. All spiritual advanced people, for better or for worse, know how DANGEROUS this thing is. This is VERY dangerous and most people cannot really comprehend this. Meditation is about reality, or let's say, ultimate reality- the reality in reality. Truth in Truth.

Needless to say, this is deplorable and this kind of bizarre, psychopathic thinking IS *NOT* a part of Satanism. Satanism is literally, Satya-Nism. Truth-ism. Spiritual Truth seeking. We follow the paradigm of Satan/Shiva, in the Sananta Dharma, or the Path of Truth and Light. Satan is a being of Truth and this is why he trusts in that humanity can deal with its own problems and gives us limitless power to move into this direction. This is how one becomes a God. In Satanism we must seek Truth and Realism in order to be able to ACTUALLY advance. If one thinks of themselves as a perfect unicorn, they cannot advance, and the enemy knows this.

This is why the enemy pushes into the brains of all Races, that they are "Super spiritually advanced" but yet only poor and repressed by others. Its always someone else, but the person who is "suffering". This way, the suffering is reinforced and nothing really changes inside. When push comes to shove and there is the necessity of the physical expression of this so called "Advancement", one just hears ghetto gibberish and "muh feels". In plain, LIES. This is the recipe of Abrahamism and the enemy. They distort the universal and eternal laws of Nature, while they themselves try to severely and maniacally follow them to better themselves. The enemy in this way keeps Races from actually advancing.

Actuality is actuality and reality is reality, no matter if humans choose to deny. The enemy makes others deny while they themselves accept these laws entirely and maniacally.

One just observes the outcomes, creations, problems and the info they have in front of them, and they can understand. For the rest of those that deny reality, they are retarded and the jews laugh at them. Races are Labor, who one is is labor, conscious or unconscious labor. People who have good children, or strong families that have withstood the test of time and strife, remain and stuck with their own etc, are rewarded by nature and the list goes. People that transgress the laws of nature are equally punished. This doesn't have to rhyme with our own present understanding of "ethics" or other type of garbage.

We can either choose to follow nature's dictates, or we can perish and this is it. Nature cares as far as to show us the way. The Gods have cared enough to give us the means that would speed intensively the pattern of our evolution. This is why Shiva (Who is Satan) is said to have taught Humanity to be "un-affected" by Karma and to be able to rise above it. This can only be done by spiritual practice as this is the nature of reality. If people don't follow, then this is a retardation and an offence and they will have to pay - not of any other reason by by the laws of nature. In the same way nature benefits, helps, heals and advances or brings bliss, her laws (understood and whatnot) are in many ways definitive and one has to follow in order to be able to attain the freedom of change.
National Socialism represents the doctrine of betterment of society, reality, the Soul and
the Spirit, here, now and in reality. The actual realization of one's gifts, powers, limitations,
the creation of a big ideal and then, the faithfulness and labor in order to create this and
surpass limitation through advancement. The only fundamental law is: Advance. The only
rule one must follow is to follow life. The only route one can take is that of labor and
upward movement. This way the Godman is bred, who is the gift both to those that build
these new Species of Humanity, and also to Humanity. When they will come, they will
crown us as their creators by their beauty and defiance. That way Humanity will have an
actual sense in eternal survival against a universe with merciless forces. And through
reincarnation and advancement, Humanity will live ever greater. This is the symbol of
Divine Inspiration for those who see themselves as Humans today, but want to see
Humanity as Gods of themselves in one day.

But for this we must Labor, We must Advance, and We must Work my Comrades!
National Socialism is the only Truth, and is a Universal Truth, manifested here as a political
ideology. It's not an ideology of any suffering or murder. It's an ideology of genuine love
and the power to look in reality in the eyes, to follow the eternal cycle of the Swastika,
which represents Nature Eternal. The mother Goddess Nature, the life giver and preserver
of existence. This is why we keep talking and talking about Race. Through this route
Humanity will finally be freed from the shackles of ignorance, bondage and deceit and
Races will finally be able to ascend into an ascended evolutionary state of existence.
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